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From the Editor  
    Another three months has flown by! It is great to hear about all the 
exciting things that members are getting up to. Please keep those photos and 

items of interest coming in. 
   Coming up over the next few months we have our AGM Wednesday 7th 
June (see advert page 22) and our Mid Winter dinner Friday 14th July (see 
advert page 35). Time to dust off your dancing shoes! There is also a get 
together for old timers Sunday 25th June (see advert page 41). 

   Remember that you can check out the latest Tramper on our website. All 

photos can be seen in colour. 
    Our website is: 
        

        www.wanganuitrampingclub.net 
 

  All contributions may be emailed to Jeanette at :     
 

       j.prier@paradise.net.nz 
 

  No email? Handwritten contributions are  

perfectly acceptable.  
   

                                           Jeanette Prier 

Cover: Alps to Ocean Bike Trail  
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  Summer did not spend long with us this year but large numbers of our 
members managed to accomplish many varied tramps, cycles and other 
activities. Groups travelled to the South Island, east to Gisborne, and many 
other areas in between and closer to home. Also the numbers enjoying the 
Tuesday cycling and Thursday walks are increasing all the time. Well done 
to all those who give their time and experience to lead these trips. 
  Late last year two young men (not part of the WTC) lost their lives in the 
Tararuas. While the coroner is yet to report, it appears they were unprepared 
for the cold and were not moving quickly enough to keep warm - insufficient 
warm clothes, cold temperatures, and a slow pace - a recipe for disaster. A 

reminder here to us all, we must anticipate and be prepared for any 
conditions which may be encountered on a club trip. We all need to assess 
our fitness and ability to keep up with the rest of the party, and if unsure, not 
take part in a trip. A slow pace can put the entire group at risk especially in 
the cold. Trip leaders must ensure their party is sufficiently equipped and 
able to complete the intended route. 
  On a lighter note, I found the following paragraph in a magazine from 
another club: "Quirks unlocking the club van - this is a work in progress - 
Occasionally the side passenger and/or rear door will not unlock, even 
when the correct and recommended procedures are followed, however they 
do wake up eventually, be patient."  There must be a secret code between 

various clubs vans!! 
  It's a good day and you have some spare time:  
  Have a great family day out together.                                          Contd over 
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  Pack up the family and a picnic into the car and drive north on Highway 3 
to Kai Iwi, turn right onto Rangitatau East Road, follow this for 20 km and 
turn left onto Junction Road for about 1 km, and enjoy a day exploring our 

Waitahinga Trails. Want to know more? Contact Basil Hooper 346 5597 or 
Dorothy Symes 345 7039. 
 
  Stay safe, enjoy our outdoors. 
 
  Valarie 

 

   Seen on a T-Shirt: 

“The Mountains are Calling   

    and I Must Go”  

           John Muir 
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Club Nights  
Club Nights are held on the first Wednesday of each month 

(except January). Meetings are held 

in the Hunters & Deerstalkers Hall, 100  Peat Street at 7-30pm 
 

Club Night Programme 
For details of the Club Night programme please see either              

Scroggin’s column in the Wanganui Midweek newspaper (generally the week 
before)  or the “Club Notices & AGMs” notices in the Wanganui Chronicle  

    on the Monday or Tuesday before Club Night. 
                 All are welcome 

Pleased to Meet You! 
  New Members 

 
Lyn Allison, Steve Bonis, Sally and Stephen Gray, Margo 
Harvey, Shane Wilson, Diane Weeks (renewing her 
membership), Lynn Larsen and Pat Gallagher. 
Our membership database needs to have the  
correct information so we can keep our members informed 
and up to date. 
 If there are any changes to your contact details please let 
Barbara Gordon (membership, ph 348 9149) or Dorothy   

Symes (treasurer, ph 345 7039) know as soon as possible. 

Copy for the  

August 2017 Issue of  the  

Wanganui Tramper  
to the Editor by  

July 16th 2017 
(Earlier appreciated) 

Thank You! - Jeanette 
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  Club Activities 

MIDWEEK 

Wednesdays:  A more challenging midweek day tramp is offered weekly, planned by 

rostered leaders.  

Coordinated by: 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899, email mjmckinnon@xtra.co.nz 

 

Thursdays:  A tramp every second Thursday.  No bush bashing, generally over better 

tracks and a little easier. Planned and led by Earle Turner.  

Coordinated by:  

Val Cowan 345 0456, email tony.val_cowan@clear.net.nz 

Coming months’ Thursday trips will be on the following dates: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT2’s (the second Thursday walk):  Alternate Thursday mornings. 

Leader Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 will advise the meeting 

place and time.  Easy, ideal for the more senior member / 

recovering from injury / or for that extra walk with companions. 

 

 

WEEKENDS 

 

Overnight/multi-day tramps are advertised in Tramper 

along with the leader’s contact details. 

 

 

 

Weekend DAY Tramps:  Ask to be on the email list if you are interested in Saturday 

or Sunday day trips.  Contact Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

   

                

Mountain Biking:  Mountain bike trips are held from time to time.  Enquiries to 

Mark Kennedy  343 1135 or 027 757 1888 

 

 

 Tuesday Biking (BOMBS): Depart from the 

 I-Site 9.00am Tuesdays. Ask to be on the 

email list. 

 Contact Barbara Gordon 348 9149. 

 

May 4 & 18 
 

June  1, 15  & 29 
 

July 13 & 27 
 

August 10 & 24 
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PRESTIGIOUS AWARD BACKGROUNDED 
   

One of the most keenly anticipated events of the year is the announcement of The 

Boot Award, more properly known as the Raewyn Doughty Award. This takes 

place at each AGM in June.  2017 will mark the 30th anniversary of the award.  

  So for the benefit of newer members, here's its history. The Boot is a prestigious 

award made annually to a non-committee member who has given meritorious 

service to the club, usually in the background. It was created in 1987 to honour 

Raewyn Doughty, a club 

member who died tragically 

of cancer at the age of 40. 

She was a tireless worker 

for the club in a wide range 

of roles and the committee 

draws on the characteristics 

that she displayed as 

criteria in determining the 

recipient.  

  The Boot was carved by 

the late Ray Bartlett. Its 

base is part of a totara burr 

from Jim Larsen's property 

in the upper Waitotara 

Valley. The boots (there are 

actually two) are carved 

from Fijian kauri. The first recipient in 1987 was Derick Matthews. At the AGM on 

June 7 Brian Doughty will stand up and announce, as he has every year, "the winner 

of the award this year is …   

CLUB SAYS 'HURRY UP' ON ACCESS ISSUE 
  Wanganui Tramping Club supports DOC moves towards improved permanent legal 

public access across private land, particularly to Ruahine Forest Park. It says this in a 

submission to the Wellington Conservation Management Strategy.  

  In this document, DOC notes that some parts of the forest parks are not easily 

accessible because of the need to cross private land, and visitors may not always be 

aware of restrictions and their responsibilities when using access points across private 

land. Therefore formalising agreements with landowners at specific access points is 
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regarded as a priority.   

  DOC says it hopes in three years to identify all the key access points into Ruahine 

and Aorangi forest parks without permanent legal status and have established a 

work plan for gaining permanent legal access. By five years it plans to have 

progressed the work plan to achieve permanent legal access into the parks. By ten 

years the goal is improved access to the parks, with permanent legal status 

established for key access points. 

  Our club submitted that this issue should be given greater urgency and that the ten-

year time scale in the CMS is too long. The club noted that in the western Ruahine it 

has been unable to access Purity Hut for years or visit huts beyond Kawhatau Base. 

  In its submission the club also supports the feasibility of investigating new multi-

backcountry tramping experiences -- Kaitoke carpark track to Mt Holdsworth track 

(Tararua) and Rangiwahia hut track to Alice Nash Memorial Heritage Lodge track 

(Ruahine).  

    It also supports mountain biking investigations which include Coppermine track, 

Coppermine Loop track, Deerfoot track-Oroua carpark to Heritage Lodge track and 

Holmes Ridge track -- all in Ruahine; and Donnelly Flat Loop walk in Tararua. 
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Tramping Trips 
Confirming your place 
  For ALL trips, you must phone the leader to confirm your place on the trip. For 
day trips the latest you can phone the leader is 7pm the night before the trip. For 
weekend trips phone by Wednesday evening. 
 
What you will need 
  Good waterproof clothing including leggings or over-trousers is necessary. Woolen 
balaclava or hat and suitable mittens or gloves are essential for mountain trips. 
   You should carry your own immediate first aid supplies. Check with the leader for 
more details of what is required for the trip. Take lunches for each day, and your 
drink requirements, plus emergency chocolate, sweets and/or scroggin. On 
overnight (s) trips, all other food is supplied by the leader. 

 
Rules For Those Leading Tramps  

The destination and brief location, plus the list of participants, is to be placed on the 

notice board at the club rooms before leaving. 

These details must also be emailed to the four PLB contacts: 

 
russelld@clear.net.nz   (Russell Donaldson) 
btwtcvaux@slingshot.co.nz  (Bruce Thomas) 
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May  to August  2017 Club Activities 
  Note:  Trip cost estimates are based on 8 cents per kilometre 

 

May 6  Joint Hunterville Trip   Andy and Andra Beck 343 2970 

Sat We join with the Rangitikei Tramping Club to do a farm walk near 

Hunterville. It's been a while since we teamed up with our RTC 

mates and tasted some of their renowned country hospitality. 

Those with long memories will remember they put on a great 

afternoon tea! 

Easy/mod Cost to be calculated 

 

May 7-9               Powell-Jumbo Circuit 2   Brian Doughty 342 1846  Dave Scoullar    

Sun– Tues                                                                           343 2836 

 Bad weather meant this trip was a no-go last May so let's hope this 

time we can get this classic trip off the ground.  Start at Holdsworth 

for a three-day Tararua circuit with nights at Powell and Jumbo 

huts. Tramp through beech-podocarp forest and alpine tops with 

great views of the Wairarapa plains. 

Mod  Approx cost $40 + hut fees 

tiger2@slingshot.co.nz  (Earle Turner) 
dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz  (Dorothy Symes) 
 

Need help? We have a list template – ask Barbara or Dorothy.   

For leaders without computers/email, phone details to  
Barbara 348 9149 or Dorothy 345 7039.   

                      Club Room Keys 

If you require access to the Club Rooms in preparation for leading a trip, contact 

one of the following people to borrow a set of keys. Or collect a set at the Club 

Meeting prior to your trip. 

Valarie Wackrow            027 688 8801                Dick Mitchell             344 4406 

Bruce Thomas                 345 6532                         Margret McKinnon    344 3899 

Russell Donaldson          344  2275                        Brian Sixtus                348 0155 

Michael Cole                   344 7275                         David Scoullar           343 2836 

Earle Turner                    343 9848                          Dorothy Symes         345 7039 

Basil or Tracey Hooper  346 5597                     

For those leading Wednesday trips, contact Margret McKinnon to arrange keys. 

 

Please return keys promptly after the tramp. Thank you. 
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May 13               Opunake Walkway   Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat It's 25 years since our annual Taranaki visit began and Dave plans 

to mark the anniversary by repeating the first two walks of 1992 

over the Opunake and Cardiff walkways.  

Easy  Cost to be calculated 

 

May 13-14 Kapakapanui Hut 2   Leader needed 

Sat-Sun Bad weather ruled out the overnighter to this hut in the Tararua 

foothills in September. Fingers crossed this time around. We start 

at the Mangaone car park behind Waikanae and proceed to the hut 

on a good well-marked track on a long, gentle climb to the summit 

offering good views on a clear day. Return the same way.  Our 

original leader is no longer available so we need someone to step 

up so this trip takes place. This could also be run as a day trip. 

Contact Dave Scoullar 343 2836. 

Mod  Approx cost $24 + hut fees 

 

May 20 or 21 Manawatu Gorge  Barbara Francis  348 4720 

Sat or Sun The gorge walk is an old favourite that we keep coming back to.  

An easy, well-graded walk with beautiful bush. An excellent entry 

level for kids, too. Barbara will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Easy  Approx cost $15    

 

May 20                Quiz Night   Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat The annual trivia quiz is usually held in June but since the Lions 

tour is on that month and he's anxious to avoid the rugby, the event 

has been moved forward.  Form a team of up to four and join in the 

fun and frolics. Plenty of laughs guaranteed. Questions begin at the 

club hall at 7.30pm. 

 

May 27-28 Poutaki Hut   Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Sun This hut is a small one (four bunks) in the Gwavas Conservation 

Area, Central Hawke's Bay. It's described as a hidden gem but as 

far as we know this is the first club trip to the site, nestled on the 

Wakarara Range, so we have no first-hand information. Join Shane 

on this pioneering trip. 

Mod  Approx cost $37 + hut fees 

 

June 3-5               Otaki Forks   Brian Sixtus 348 0155  

Sat-Mon Otaki Forks in the Tararua is an ideal place to spend a long holiday 

weekend. Brian will walk in from Mt Holdsworth car park up a 

well-formed track. The forks has a large hut and it's fun to explore 

the tussock area nearby and network of tracks and possibly visit 

Sayers Hut. 

Mod  Approx cost $40 + hut fees 
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June 3, 4 or 5 Waipuku Circuit   Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat, Sun  This is a circuit in Egmont National Park. Start at Stratford    

    or Mon             Mountain House and go along the lower track, then   

                             continue up the Waipuku Track to the RMT and then back past 

                             the skifeld and down the Enchanted Track back to the van. It  

                             should take about five hours. A good combo of bush and tussock.  

                             Best day will be chosen. 

Mod  Approx cost $24 

  

June 10 or 11 Deadman's Track   Esther Williams 347 8456 or 021 028 82368 

Sat or Sun This track in the western Ruahine offers an hour's grunt followed 

by splendid views. We can tramp round to Rangi Hut to complete 

the circuit, a seven hour day, or return the way we came. 

Mod/fit                Approx cost $18 

 

June 11                Mana Island   Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sun Grab this opportunity to visit a fascinating island scientific reserve 

near Wellington. A restored wool shed houses historic displays, 

walking tracks lead to spectacular views and a restored wetland is 

home to many bird species. Apart from the tour we will also have 

our own free time to explore. If this trip is full, you can go on 

waiting list. We need to confirm our bookings two weeks prior to 

the visit and Dorothy will send out more info on the leaving time, 

what to take, what to expect, etc.   

Easy  $50 for boat to island and guided tour, transport cost to be  

                              calculated 

 

June 14              Trips meeting  Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Wed A small turnout at the trips meeting in March meant it has been 

hard work to arrange a balanced programme for June-August. We 

need help with leaders and trip ideas. Remember it's not what your 

club can do for you, but what you can do for your club! Join us at 

7.30pm at 7 Wairere Rd or call me, 343 2836. 

 

June 17-18 Holly Hut   Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat-Sun This is a crossover trip in Egmont National Park. One group goes 

to Holly Hut from the North Egmont and the other from 

Mangaorei Rd via Pouakai Hut.  ENP is a beautiful area so cross 

fingers for decent weather so we can see it at its winter best. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated 

 

June 17 or 18 Mikimiki Walkway 2    Barry Hopper 345 3969 

Sat or Sun Barry's attempt to do this trip in January failed to get off the 

ground, but he's hopeful it'll run this time. This is an easy walk 
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along a pleasant and well-graded track in the eastern Tararua once 

used for logging. Follow the old bush tramlines through the valley. 

Near the end of the day divert on to a loop track with a magnificent 

stand of redwoods. 

Easy  Approx cost $26 

 

June 24               Mangawhio Lakes   Diane Harries and Royce Johnson 343 2222 

Sat Always a popular walk with the bonus of being close to town. See 

the lakes and tramp across farm, bush and through forest on a loop 

track.  

Mod  Approx cost $9 

 

June 25               Old Timers' Afternoon   Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sun The inaugural old timers' afternoon in 2016 was such a success 

we'll do it again. Trampers of all ages are invited to enjoy afternoon 

tea and tell tales in the clubrooms from 2-4pm. Ex-members also 

welcome. To help with catering, call Dorothy if you want to come. 

See ad in the Tramper ( page 41). 

 

July 1-2               Possum Lodge Farewell   Brian Sixtus 348 0155 

Sat-Sun Brian's moving soon to Takaka. It's his home place but he'll be sad 

to leave us and Possum Lodge, his special place. At this farewell 

weekend he plans some serious socialisation in our snug get-away-

from-it-all lodge. Join him for this and there'll also be some walks, 

depending on the weather. 

Easy  Approx cost $40 

 

July 8  Castle Rock 2   Andy and Andra Beck 343 2970 

Sat The attempt to reach Castle Rock in January was thwarted by bad 

weather. Andy and Andra have taken up the challenge to reach this 

fortress-like outcrop along the Kaimanawa Forest Park walkway 

offering great views of Mt Ruapehu. The route is described as 

"relatively gentle”. 

Easy/mod Approx cost $22 

 

July 14  Club Dinner   Esther Williams 347 8456   Dorothy Symes  

 Fri                                                                                                                345  7039                                                  

 After last year's successful dinner we will be in the same place, 

Laird Park Bowling Club, with the same entertainer, Darren 

Wallace. Parking beyond and near the netball courts. Let Dorothy 

and Esther know what dish you are able to bring. No dining plates 

or cutlery needed as we use the bowling club's generous supply. 

6pm start.  Refer to the ad in this Tramper (page 35). 
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July 16  Fisher's Track   Dorothy Symes 345 7039   

Sun This track near National Park is popular with mountain bikers but 

is also a splendid walk. There are grand views of the Central 

Plateau and the Retaruke Valley before the track quickly descends 

520m through native forest and a farm track on to Kurua Rd. We 

go as far as the team wants to and then come back the same way. 

Mod  Approx cost $20 

  

July 22-23 Syme Hut Winter Adventure   Mike Cole 344 7275 or  

Sat-Sun                                                                                                 021 160 6875 

 A nice mid-winter trip to Syme Hut on Mt Taranaki. Bring warm 

clothes and a minus-25°C sleeping bag. You need to have 

completed a snowcraft course. Experience the thrill of sleeping in a 

fridge/freezer overnight. 

Mod  Approx cost $30 + hut fees 

 

July 22 or 23 Pakekakariki Escarpment  Esther Williams 347 8456   Juliet Kojis  

 Sat or Sun                                                                                                     343 2836                                                                                                            

 The escarpment track is a stunner, offering brilliant views of Kapiti 

Island and the South Island (on a fine day). This new track, from 

Paekakariki to Pukerua Bay, is steep in places, so not the best for 
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those with height issues, but nothing most people can't handle. 

There's a train trip, too, so bring your Gold Card, if you have one. 

Easy/mod Cost to be calculated 

 

July 29-30 Stanfield Hut   Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat-Sun This is a nicely-placed 8-bunk hut in the eastern Ruahine. We will 

walk there via the Holmes Ridge track and then drop down and 

cross the river to the hut. If it's a decent day on Sunday we can 

climb up to the top of the range and return via A Frame Hut. 

Mod  Approx cost $26 + hut fees 

 

Aug 5-6                Snow Weekend   Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Sat-Sun Tracey is waiting to see where the snow is before deciding where to 

go. She will most likely stay in a hut or if there is only one fine day 

she may do this as a day trip. More details in the next Tramper. 

 

Aug 5 or 6 Waiaua Gorge Hut   Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sat or Sun Dorothy broke her leg near this hut but that doesn't stop her visiting 

the scene of the crime. Beautiful Egmont National Park bush and 

then a great hut to enjoy your lunch looking across at Mt Taranaki. 

Dorothy will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Mod  Approx cost $27 

 

Aug 12 or 13 Snowcraft 1 Course  Mike Cole 344 7275 or 0211606875 

Sat or Sun Run by the Palmerston North Tramping & Mountaineering Club 

(PNTMC) at Mt Ruapehu, with an intro and briefing the prior 

Wednesday evening. The actual dates are not yet set, but this 

course will be some time in August. 

Easy  Approx cost $70 

  

Aug 12-13 Gourmet Meal Trip  Dave Scoullar and Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

Sat-Sun This is a keenly awaited weekend when we take some extra special 

goodies into the hills and have a thoroughly good meal. We even 

manage to fit in a bit of tramping! The venue this year is Alice 

Nash Memorial Hut, a short walk in the western Ruahine.  

Easy  Approx cost $20 + hut fees 

 

Aug 19-20 Alpine Hut Whakapapa Ski Field    Mike Cole 344 7275 or  

  Sat-Sun                                                                                                        0211606875                                                                                                     

 Stay at NZAC Ruapehu Hut Saturday night at 2000m, only a 

couple of hours climb from the Top o’ the Bruce car park, then do 

whatever from there. Probably carry on up to Crater Lake on one 

of the days, which is another two hours. This is a good trip for 

newbies as the terrain is fairly easy and nothing too steep. You 
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need to have completed a snowcraft course. Mike needs to know 

early the numbers coming so he can book the hut. 

Mod  Approx cost $60 Junior $35 

 

Aug 26 or 27 Tongariro Alpine Crossing    Esther Williams 347 8456 or  

Sat or Sun                                                                                         021 028 82368 

 On a sparkling winter day this trek is memorable. Crampons and 

ice axes may be needed. The club has a few. 

Fit  Approx cost  $26 

 

 

 

  

PINE CLEARING NOW DOWN TO ONE WEEKEND A YEAR 
By Dave Scoullar 

  Twenty people attended pine clearing in March - 7 from our club, 11 from the Hutt 

Valley Tramping Club, plus two DOC supervisors. Sounds impressive? Not really. Over 

the last decade or so our numbers have been pretty low and in the last few years, for 

various reasons, we have struggled to mount our usual two expeditions to the Mt 

Ruapehu slopes each summer. 

  A different story in the 1990s. For instance, in March 1996 

there were 63 at pine clearing, with our club's contribution 

(25 people) swelled by volunteers from Taupo, New 

Plymouth, Rangitikei and Auckland University tramping 

clubs. 

  Times have changed. Our recent visit to the slopes with 

HVTC was the only pine clearing weekend in the summer 

of 2016-17. Only three clubs are still in the programme - 

Wanganui, Hutt Valley and Rangitikei. There is still work 

to do but DOC now also has a poisoning programme. 

  From now on things will be different. After consultation 

with DOC, we have decided to mount only one pine 

clearing trip each year. It will be on the first weekend of 

March and we will work with Hutt Valley - and Rangitikei, 

if they want to join us. It is more effective to have a bigger 

group on one weekend rather than smaller groups over   

                 several weekends. 

  Joining with other clubs also has another advantage - a chance to meet other trampers. 

Socialisation has always been an important part of weekends on the Ruapehu slopes. We 

have a terrific camping spot in the beech trees, DOC provides the meat (including 

venison last time), and there is plenty of time on Saturday night to sit around and yarn. 

  After more than 50 years on the job pine clearing is part of our DNA. Mark your 

calendar to join us in the first weekend of March 2018.  

Pinus contorta 
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May 2017 Quiz 
1. During WW2 Maori women sent the leaves of what tree to Maori troops in the 

desert who were suffering from diarrhoea and dysentery? 

2. Which top DOC officer shares his name with a small North Island town?  

3. Where is Middleton Bay which we'll visit on one of our scheduled day trips in 

May? 

4. What is the name of NZ's oldest conservation magazine? 

5. We have passed Kitchener Park lots of times so where is it? 

6. Name the densest native NZ wood 

7. While in NZ Captain Cook brewed "spruce beer" which proved effective against 

scurvy. This came from young branches of which tree? 

8. What is the name of Te Araroa Trail's CEO? 

9. What is NZ's most widely distributed endemic bird species? 

10. What percentage of Stewart Island does Rakiura National Park cover -- over 70, 

80 or 90%? 

 ANSWERS  BELOW 

QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. Koromiko  

2. Lou Sanson, DOC director-general 

3. Opunake 

4. Forest & Bird, founded in 1923 and   

   originally titled Birds 

5. Feilding 

    

6. Puriri 

7. Rimu 

8. Rob Wakelin 

9. Grey warbler -- also the only NZ bird  

     capable of hovering 

10. Over 80% 

 

TRAMPING TUCKER  
BY UNCLE HAL 
Rice Pudding 
  1/4 lb sultanas, 2 dsp sugar, 2 heaped tbsp milk powder, 1 pt cold water 
   Add 1/4 lb of rice to cold water, stir and drain. Add another pint of water 
and place over fire and boil. 
Drain and add another pint of 
water and boil. Repeat two or 
three times and then add the other 
ingredients. Cook well and serve 
with fruit. The above may be 
boiled only once if a sticky 

pudding is preferred. --  Reprinted 
from Oct 1990 Tramper 
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Adrian Pike 345 1655 

Adrienne (Ady) Gilbert 345 2018 

Alan Wright 021 170 8540 

Allan & Shirley Spooner 342 7876 

Andra Beck 343 2970 

Andrea Bunn 345 8315 

Andreas Schaffaczek 342 7892 

Andrew Milham 343 1970 

Anne Condon 345 4776 

Anne Caseley & Iain Elliot 348 9307 

Ann-Marie Harper 348 4789 

Athol Hughes 06 877 2334 

Audrey Thompson 06 765 5135 

Barbara Francis 348 4720 

Barbara & Jim Gordon 348 9149 

Barry Hopper 345 3969 

Barry Nixon 343 7394 

Barry Francis (Marg) 345 3588  

                                   027 440 0482 

Barry & Jillian Pickett 343 1819 

Basil & Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Betty Luff 343 7672 

Bev Sinclair 345 1774 

Bevan Chilcott 345 2950 

Blair Symes 348 7114 

Bob & Maureen McIntyre 344 4868 

Brenda Baxter 345 9922 

Brenda Collins 342 2818 

Brenda Martin 07 895 4589 

Brian & Rae Doughty 342 1846 

Brian Sixtus  348 0155 

Brigette Hund 027 555 8842 

Bruce Stimpson 343 8155 

Bruce Thomas 345 6532 

Bruce & Lynda Lacey 344 6600 

Bryan & Lynley Shaw 342 4710 

Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 

Cherry Channon 347 9914 

Chris Rothman 343 7925 

Christine Lace 344 5969 

Christopher (Chris) Maher 06 927 6934 

Cindy Maddox 342 9814 

Colin & Beryl Watson 347 6646 

Colleen Saunders-Loder 345 3046 

Darrell Grace 345 7122 

Dave & Alison Brockway 345 8056 

David Beech 343 9067 

David Taylor 342 9900 

David Davidson 344 7506 

David Scoullar & Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

Dean Maher & Dawn Smith  343 1998 

Derick Mathews 342 4833 

Diana McIntosh 342 1895 

Diane Weeks 027 462 9467 

Diane Harries & Royce Johnson  

                                                 343 2222 

Dick Mitchell 344 4406 

Don Kilpatrick 342 1772 

Don & Katy Gordon 345 5300 

Doris Hamling 343 1708 

Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Earle Turner 343 9848 

Ed & Hinemoa Ransom-Boyd  

                                        027 249 4686 

Eddo van loenen & family  

Errol Christiansen 343 1794 

Esther Williams 347 8456 

Frances Barrie  345 4724 

Frances Gibbons 345 8952 

Fred Verschoor 348 9498 

George Neil 344 2749 

Glenda Howorth 346 6197 

Glenys & Graham Ellett 027 634 2788 

Graeme Lythgoe 04 479 6630 

Graeme Wilson 344 1325 

Graeme Aitken/Nikki Wink 343 5063 

Graham Sutcliffe 348 8211 

Hamilton Ngapo & Raewyn Sharrock 

                                         027 207 7498 

Heather Mackenzie 347 1250 

Helen Adams 345 2066 

Helen Atkinson 

Helen Chitty 

Howard & Linda Norton 348 9929 

WTC  Members  Phone List March 2017 
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Iain Kirk & Eric Hart 345 6466 

Ian & Sue Haden 345 4399 

Irene Back 348 0586 

Isobel Kelly 344 2219 

Jacky Evans 

Jan Pavarno 344 7574 

Jeanette Maskery 027 897 0123 

Jeanette Prier 345 1651 

Jennifer Scott 343 6972 

Jennie Anton 344 2449 

Jenny Wight  343 5561 

Jillian Burdett 

Joan Robinson 344 1141 

Jocelyn Tarrant 345 2332 

John Glenn 345 8460 

John McClintock 344 2491 

John Mellsop 345 6710 

John Newton 347 2385 

John Vine 344 5819 

John Fox 04 528 3722 

John Kjestrup 347 1945 

John Smith 345 5222 

John & Jan Dunphy  344 2410 

John & Kristen Hamling 347 2734 

Judith Harrison 343 3259 

Julie Hamilton-Gibbs 344 6743 

Julie & Trevor Kearse 345 0142 

Juliet Hay  343 6944 

June Wills 343 1573 

June & Brian Signal  345 0459 

Kate Jones 343 2310 

Kathy O’Donnell 021 979 164 

Ken Howie 344 4452 

Kevin Gardner 348 4270 

Kevin Ross 348 8471 

Laurel Stowell & Richard Thompson  

                                             342 5728 

Leonie Symes 345 4029 

Linda Hart 347 7385 

Linda Clarke 342 7505 

Linda & Roger Kealey 348 8141 

Lyneke Onderwater 348 8046 

Lynette Gordon 344 7137 

Lynette (Lyn) Allison 344 8383 

Lynn Larsen  345 4582 

Malcolm Hutchins 348 4578 

Mandy (Maia, Toby, Sophie) Brooke  

                                 347 7398 

Margaret Chainey 345 4305 

Margaret Lankow 343 9792 

Margaret Patrick 345 4474 

Margaret Silverwood 343 9252 

Margee  Campbell  

Margie Chiet  344 7972 

Margo Harvey 343 9729 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899 

Marie O’Leary 021 381 406 

Mark Kennedy 343  1135 

Mark Sutherland 342 3733 

Mary Halvorson 344 3821 

Mary Howe & Steve Seedall 06 376 7974 

Merilea Wainhouse 342 7664 

Michael Cole 344 7275 

Mike Miller 344 3662 

Mr & Mrs Neil Simpson 

Murray Voss 348 4179 

Murray & Aloise Laing 345 3409 

Neil Farrer 343 6248 

Nelson Tizard 344 3064 

Nick Pyle 345 6959 

Niel MacIntosh 344 5030 

Pam Watson 343 8329 

Pat  Gallagher 344 2166 

Peg Walsh 343 9386 

Peter Finucane 027 270 5775 

Peter Miller 343 6291 

Peter Wilson 345 0854 

Petra Czerwonka 342 9688 

Philip Kirkwood 348 8314 

Phillip McConkey 343 1864 

Pippa McLay & Dereck Barrett 345 5755  

Rachelle Enderby 345 1508 

Ray & Pauline Walton 345 8982 

Ridgway Lythgoe 348 7507 

Robert Lott 342 5732 

Ron Chapman 345 4530 

Rosemary Higgie 342 6817 

Ross McBeth 344 6491 

Ross & Maura Skilton 345 6954 

Rozanna Rawlinson 345 4586  
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Russell Donaldson 344 2275 

Sally Brotherston 345 6715 

Sally & Stephen Gray 021 382 802 

Sandra Glennie 343 3148 

Sandra Rogers 348 7630 

Sandra Van Der Lubbe 343 7510 

Sandy Gibbard 343 9851  

Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Shane Wilson  344 5656 

Sharron &Trevor Prouse 345 8817 

Sherrida Wardle 021 636 420 

Stephen Hormann 343 7156 

Steven Bonis  

Stuart & Julie Kelly 343 1616 

Sue McBride 347 1941 

Susan Marr 345 6926 

Susan (Sue) Campion 345 0204 

Suzanne Wright 343 2448 

Suzanne Roberts & Robert Lakeland  

                                         348 0193 

Timothy (Tim) Stubbs 021 209 7871 

Tony Woodill 345 5398 

Trevor, Angela, Tamara-Claire Stratton 

                                              345 3717 

Trish Herbert 345 4399 

Valerie (Val) Cowan 345 0456 

Valarie (Val) Wackrow 06 212 0910 

Vicky & Chris Johnson 343 3162 

Victoria & John Kay 345 8190 

Virginia Baillie 345 5650 

Walter Lennox 345 1491 

Wayne Vincent 345 1787 

Wayne & Jan Ruby 345 9332 

Winston & Heather Oliver 06 385 4443 

Yvonne Evans 345 3337 

Yvonne Nyenhius  
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WHY ROAD WALKING SHOULD BE AVOIDED 
By Dave Scoullar 

  This passage may resonate with trampers. It is from Chasing the Devil by Tim 

Butcher, a travel story about a trek through the wilds of Liberia and Sierra Leone. 

Butcher and a companion have just walked about 110 miles on jungle paths but are 

forced to take a dirt road into a town.    

  Butcher writes: "The relatively even surface of the road meant my feet would strike 

the ground at exactly the same angle, step by step, putting repeated pressure on the 

small area of my soles. I started to miss the uneven jungle trails when no two strides 

were the same and the entire underside of my feet were made to have a workout. 

The road section into town was only about five miles long but out of nowhere I 

sprouted a new set of blisters." 

  This reminds me of walking up the old road line from Ruatiti to the Mangapurua 

Trig. By the time I reached Bob and Maureen McIntyre's wee house I had blisters. 

Give me a bush track in the Ruahine or Tararua any time! Some trampers on tracks 

hardened for cyclists e.g. Heaphy also complain about blisters. 

 
 

Limericks 
A busy pine-puller named Wayne 

To pull tiny trees did disdain 
He liked them so high 

'twixt the knee and the thigh 
Any lower was naught but a pain 

 
Our Helen felt right in the pink 

When leader rang to say "do you think 
7am at the hall?" 

"Sure no trouble at all" 
Her alarm clock then went on the blink! 

 
Pippa and Derek are a medical pair 

When it comes to ailments they care 
By handing out pills 

For pain, bumps and ills 
So we're glad they came over here 
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BOMBS 
The BOMBS continue to enjoy their forays into the Wanganui hinterland, with 

attendances of 20 or more on a nice day. Highlights this year have been the River 

Road/Jerusalem trip and Alps to Ocean multi-day ride in the South Island.  

Weather is everything to a cyclist, and both expeditions were blessed with clear skies 

and little wind.  Not that wind would faze the growing numbers who are switching 

to electric bikes.  (Tempting … might give it some thought, says Barbara.) 

 

Alps to Ocean Bike Trail 
   

On 26 February 17 of us 

"bombers" left to cycle the 

A2O which at 305km is the 

longest continuous ride in 

NZ. 

  We collected our bikes 

from Twizel and were 

driven up to Mt Cook 

village. From there we were 

helicoptered across the 

Tasman river and our 

journey began. It certainly 

was no easy ride.  The track 

was ever changing, often 

very challenging with tricky 

stony terrain, zigzag tracks 

and steep hills. To compensate, we had fantastic scenery, good food and 

accommodation, and great company.  What better way to spend seven days? 

Kate Jones 

River Road Trip (See trip report page 24) 

 

  

  After  a great day cycling some took the 

opportunity to cool off in the Ranana School 

pool, where an Arni Schwartzenegger 

impersonator joined  in the fun in the pool! 
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PACK TALK MAY 2017 
 

A person who can smile when things go wrong has probably just thought of someone they can 

blame. -- Anonymous  

 

Landmarks … Congratulations to Derek Barrett and Pippa McLay who have 

become NZ citizens. Brian Sixtus has retired and looks forward to more time for 

tramping. Linda Hart, currently tackling the marathon Camino walk in Spain with 

her daughter, is about to turn 60.  

 

Another landmark is the retirement of Nelson Tizard from all accountancy work. He 

has told the committee he will no longer be available to carry out the annual review 

of the club’s financial accounts prior to their presentation at the AGM. He has 

undertaken this task since 1997. Thanks for the good work, Nelson. 

 

Ron Chapman has marked a landmark of sorts, too -- his move into Jane Winstone 

Retirement Village where he is already being called on to entertain his new 

neighbours. 

 

The Tuesday bikers somehow made it into Chronicle Captured March issue. Famous 

in Whanganui.  

 

Take a bow: On the recent Mt Cook-Oamaru cycle odyssey, Julie Kearse and 

Dorothy Symes were jointly awarded a gold trophy “for not whingeing, getting stuck 

in and tackling the hardest sections, and emerging with smiles.”  Julie’s last-minute 

badly sprained ankle proved a mere trifle, holding out beautifully largely thanks to 

Dr Bevan’s ministrations. 

 

Breaking news: Is gutsy mountain biker Tracey turning into a Tar Baby?  Seen 

toddling along with the Bombs one Tuesday morning.  

 

The Earle of Turner has a new lady friend, a dainty wee thing who speaks only 

when spoken to.  Earle simply whispers “Where am I?” and she produces a Google 

map showing the exact spot where he’s standing.  Extraordinary. 

 

Now we know why so many clubbies who doze in the van on the way home from 

tramps are so cheerful. Scientists have discovered a surprising link between taking 

short naps and happiness and have coined a new word to describe the contented 

state that follows a brief  daytime doze -- "nappiness." 

 

A few clubbies might have been surprised to see their photo in the March issue of 

Wilderness. The photo was with an article about the visit to the lonely grave in the 
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eastern Tararua near Mt Bruce. 

 

Thursday trampers would like to add their recommendation to the “best licks” item 

in the last Tramper. The ice creams from Waverley Four Square are generous and 

good value for $2.50. 

 

Former midweek tramps gave way to childcare when Jennie Anton became a 

grandma, but have stood her in good stead: A Masters Games Gold in the 5km 

walk. 

 

When Andra Beck suggested we run photos of legs in the Tramper and ask people to 

identify them, Bad Boy Barry Hopper wondered if we could also do bottoms. 

 

Talking bottoms (this is the last item on that subject), Andy Beck's Rangipo hut 

tramp was enlivened by a bare-bum tramper -- no, not one of our members. 

 

"Our trips are never boring. If you want boring, go for a walk around Virginia 

Lake." -- Cheerful Cherry Channon after a challenging Wednesday walk over a 

Parapara farm.  

 

You find some curious things in huts but the overnighters in Blyth hut in January 

were surprised to find a guitar. What's the back story here? Was it abandoned or is 

the troubadour expecting to find it on his/her return? 

 

Talking Blyth hut, there is a legend of wolves in the area hanging around the hut … 

a story which is used to scare kids. The four small boys on the overnighter were 

sceptical but a little apprehensive, particularly at the "wolf" howls heard outside the 

hut at dusk. 

 

Wednesday chat … 

Voice in the van as it sets out to return home: "I'm ready for a nana nap." 

Driver Dick Mitchell: "I'll make sure that doesn't happen." 

 

Steaks and sticks were prominent on pine clearing in March. Deer steaks for dinner 

thanks to ranger Dan who even had a photo to show of the animal he shot in the 

park. Sticks (or walking poles) were very apparent among the 18 pullers (7 from 

Whanganui and 11 from Hutt Valley) which tells you something about the age 

group on this particular tour de mountain. 

 

No, we didn't hear kiwi near our camp on pine clearing but we did see kiwi prints on 

the track nearby.  

 

Shame on the men! When the Wednesday team found a swimming hole in the 

Waipakihi River, five women took the plunge and only one man. Males were also 
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outnumbered by females among dippers in the Kahuterawa Stream on the Sledge 

Track. 

 

Margret McKinnon had a somewhat original approach to the swim in the 

Kahuterawa Stream. She had brought her swim suit but swam in her underwear and 

then put on the swim suit for the trip home. Go figure. 

 

Double world masters badminton champion Kevin Ross got the workout he was 

looking for while winning the NZ Masters Games men's 55+ singles title in 

February. Ross, who claimed singles and mixed doubles gold at the 2013 World 

Masters in Italy, headed to Auckland in April to try and retain his world crown. 

How did he do? Ask him because Long Drop's deadline occurred before the event 

took place. 

 

For the second time in recent months we have run into 1080 drops on our tramps. 

First it was Egmont National Park late last year and then in February on the Heaphy 

Track where Ridgy's party watched a chopper making drops around Perry Saddle 

hut and we later saw many green pellets on the track. 

 

Memories of last December's club barbecue still linger prompting the thought we 

could produce a Potluck Recipe Book to go alongside the cook book we produced 

some decades ago. 

 

An interesting item in the committee minutes under the heading of "Rock Hunting." 

Andra Beck sought permission to paint and place rocks on the Waitahinga Trails. 

Approval was given, subject to no rocks being placed off the track. What's this all 

about, Andra?                                                                                  

 

Proofreaders find some funny things and our Tramper proof reader loved this one: 

"Bring extra monkey for a cafe stop. 8.30am start." 

 

Good to see the Tuesday bikers getting some publicity in River City Press for the 

group's first birthday. Note that the photo didn't show them biking but drinking 

coffee. Is this the prime activity on Tuesdays, you might ask.  

 

Further to the item in the last magazine about electric bikes, we now learn that 

Suzanne Roberts, Lyneke Onderwater and Nick Pyle have one, too. Well, Nick is 

over 90! What's your excuse, Suzanne and Lyneke? And Sandra Rogers found an e 

bike pretty cool on the recent Alps to Ocean outing. She purchased her own within 

days of returning! 

 

Basil Hooper, master of invention, has outdone himself with this one -- fancy drying 

his undies in a dehydrator! 
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More Wednesday chat … 

George Neil was reminiscing about old-time courtesy and a bloke who always 

tipped his hat to women. 

Sue Haden: "George, you can tip your hat to me any time." 

Margret McKinnon: "You can tip your hat to all of us!" 

 

Diane Harries discovered a painful truth -- you can't win an argument with a camper 

van door. The resultant broken big toe put her out of tramping for weeks. 

 

Problems with freedom camping has led to locals renaming Fishers Track at 

National Park as "Faeces Track." Dorothy will be able to verify or otherwise when 

she leads a trip there in July. 

 

Phew! Stuart and Julie Kelly were happy to escape the ravages of the Whanganui 

River in April, as they told the world in the Chronicle. 

 

Dee Ess found a new hazard on the Old Ghost Road -- sneaky wekas. One pinched 

his muesli when he wasn't looking 

 

Still more Wednesday chat … 

Cheerful Cherry Channon: "Every day's a good day." 

Dorothy Symes: "I think you have to get to 70 to realise that." 

 

The Travelling Hat: Dee Ess found a hat in Switzerland several years ago, became 

attached to it and then lost it in the Ruahine. Wonder where it'll turn up next. 

 

Fund-raisers can come up with fun ideas but sometimes they are plain dumb. Like 

the charitable organisation which planned to walk the Tongariro Alpine Crossing in 

jandals. Fortunately, this idea is off after DOC raised safety concerns.  

 

Robins can be pretty inquisitive but new member John Fox was somewhat surprised 

when one landed on his back on the Old Ghost Road. 

 

Further to the Old Ghost Road, maybe we should form a club of those who have 

done this following Graham Sutcliffe's pioneering trip. By our count some 20 of our 

members have now walked or biked the OGR. A few have done both. 

 

And like any track, the OGR is fun because of the people you meet. Ridgy's group in 

February will long remember Ralph the motor-mouth Aussie and also the Kiwi who 

rode an electric bike and made no concessions to fashion, wearing cargo pants, an 

ordinary shirt and not even bothering with padded cycle pants. 

 

Helpful hint: When cooking on an open fire, keep the billy lid on. It saves time and 

fuel and keeps ash, smoke and insects out of the food. 
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This cartoon, which appeared in the Tramper in 1994, seems to be particularly 

appropriate today given the increasing pressure our parks are coming under from 

tourists 

 

From our archives… April 1963 

WHEN DISASTER STRUCK 
  About midnight disaster struck. Roy Lupton called out that the Otaki River 

was at the tent level and by the time we were all out with our gear the water was 

knee deep, so rapidly did it come up. It is sad to relate that one pack, one pair of 

boots and one shirt (unfortunately with six pounds in the pocket) and two new 

club billies were lost in the flood. 

  After sorting ourselves out we climbed up a slip to a grassy slope about 150ft 

above the river. Here we lit a wet fire and crawled back into our wet sleeping 

bags or covers, but fortunately it did not rain much more during the rest of the 

night.  
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GPS EXPERIMENT ON MT EVEREST 
  Some climbers trying to scale Mt Everest during the coming northern climbing 

season will have to carry GPS devices as an experiment to locate them in case they 

get into trouble and to prevent false 

claims of reaching the summit. 

  Nepal's tourism department says 

the devices will track the climbers' 

movements and the data will be 

checked to determine whether they 

have reached the summit and 

should be issued a special certificate 

for doing so. 

  Currently, climbers only need a 

photo showing them on the summit 

and a report from a government 

liaison official, although the   

officials rarely stay on the mountain 

to monitor them. Last year an Indian couple claimed they had  scaled Everest and 

received a certificate. Later it was determined that they had altered their summit 

photo.  

Mount Everest 
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Burrell’s Rd 

Kings & Queens of the Mountain! 
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Tongariro National Park 

Bird Grove 
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Gisborne  Trip 

Turangi 
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A2O Finish 

Waitotara Beach 
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Dust off your dancing shoes!! 

Condolences 
We convey our condolences to the following members of our tramping family… 

  Trish Herbert on the death of son Gregory  

  Barry Hopper on the death of his aunt Clorene 

  Doreen Hermond on the death of husband Darcy 

  Stuart Hudson on the death of wife Sheena 

  Linda Hart on the death of her father 

 We apologise if we have overlooked any deaths. 
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Outdoors News 
Alpine Crossing under scrutiny 
  DOC is working with Ngati Hikairo ki Tongariro and other interested parties to 

improve the visitor experience on the Tongariro Alpine Crossing. Popularity of the 

crossing has been growing steadily and in 2015 there were 125,000 visitors. A review 

will consider the visitor, cultural and environmental values as well as recognising the 

crossing's economic contribution and importance at local and national levels. 

  Most visitors start between 7 and 8.30am and DOC wants to spread people out 

over the morning to reduce pressure on the track but leave plenty of time to 

complete the walk comfortably. 

  Changes to alleviate congestion on Ketetahi and Mangatepopo roads are being put 

in place as parking will be limited to designated car parks in future. Visitors are 

being encouraged to pick up shuttle transport. Transport hubs have been discussed 

for the 2017-18 season to reduce parking pressure at Ketetahi and Mangatepopo 

roads.  

 

Slip on Manawatu Gorge Track 
  It was hoped the popular 10km Manawatu Gorge Track, partially closed since 

October after a slip revealed an unstable area near the eastern end, would be fully 

open by the end of April. Other 

tracks at either end of the gorge 

have remained open. DOC 

operations manager for 

Manawatu Allanah Irvine said 

the terrain around the slip is 

"tricky" and it could take six 

months to complete an 

alternative route around it. 

DOC engineers say the ground 

is very unstable. 

  Mapping a new route was a 

priority, but given the 

difficulties and the need to 

protect the cultural and 

biodiversity values, the work 

could take months to get right. 

Irvine said it was unfortunate the closure had happened just before the busy summer 

season. 

  About 10,000 people a year have been walking the full 10km track. The shorter 

loop tracks have been gaining popularity faster, with the numbers using them 

increasing by 25 per cent, from 47,000 to almost 59,000 in the 12 months to 

February 2016. 

Viewing Platform on Manawatu Gorge Track 
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Snow poles on Mt Taranaki 
  It’s now easier to rescue people on Mt Taranaki after DOC installed 107 snow 

poles to help search and rescue teams find people. Egmont National Park senior 

ranger Dave Rogers said the poles, which are numbered, have already helped rescue 

teams find two people since being 

installed in the first week of March. 

  The decision to put in the poles came 

as a result of a flurry of rescues – 16 in 

six months – after which local police 

asked DOC to help out. The steel 

markers are spaced out along the 

mountain's North Summit Route. 

  Should a person get into trouble, 

they’ve been advised to stand by the 

closest pole on the route, look at the 

number on the tag, and quote that 

number when they ring for assistance. 

The police will have a GPS location for 

that number and will know where to 

direct the search party. Cell phone 

signal is very reliable on the route. DOC 

has also installed poles on the South 

Summit Route to the top of Fanthams 

Peak, where most rescues are made. 

 

 

Off-road options under scrutiny 
  DOC has started a process to identify safer off-road options for both walkers and 

bikers in response to concerns raised by the Ruapehu District Council, local groups 

and iwi over cyclists and walkers on the Ohakune Mountain Road. The formal 

process started late last year notifying a partial review of the Tongariro National 

Park Management Plan, which provided public feedback for the department to 

consider. 

  Several submissions raised wider issues around updating the entire plan but the 

timing was not right to make new wide-sweeping policy changes when the pressing 

issue is off road cycling and walking says Alan Munn, DOC operations director, 

central North Island. The partial plan change has been notified and is limited to 

enabling shared walking and off road cycling in three specific locations: Turoa to 

Ohakune; a loop section that adds to the Old Coach Road, and a short missing 

section near National Park. 

 

Great Walk construction soon 
  The new Great Walk through the spectacular limestone landscapes and luxuriant 

forests of Paparoa National Park will be a memorial to the 29 men who died in the 

Installing Snow Poles 
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Pike River Mine disaster in 2010. The 

65km Paparoa Track will be the 10th 

Great Walk, chosen by the families of the 

Pike River men as a memorial that will 

bring lasting benefit to the West Coast. 

  The track will cross the Paparoa Ranges 

between Blackball and Punakaiki. The 

Pike29 Memorial Track will connect the 

Paparoa Track with the Pike River Mine 

site. It will be a 2–3 day Great Walk or 

an advanced-level 1–2 day mountain bike 

ride. The track will be open all year for 

mountain biking. Two new 20-bunk huts 

will be built – the Moonlight Tops Hut 

and the Pororari Hut. 

  The route goes through rich beech and podocarp forest and over open tops of 

alpine scrub and tussock. It will provide breathtaking views to the Southern Alps/Ka 

Tiritiri o te Moana and over the Tasman Sea. Construction, estimated at $10 

million, starts this year and should take 18 months. 

 

Rees-Dart Track open again 
  The full Rees-Dart circuit has re-

opened after a three-year closure 

due to ongoing issues caused by 

the Te Koroka/Slip Stream area 

landslide. DOC Wakatipu 

operations manager Geoff Owen 

says to re-open the track has taken 

a team effort across a number of 

areas: 2.7km of track has been re-

routed, 111m of blasting have 

taken place, 13m of stairways and 

a 12m steel truss bridge have been 

installed. Numerous man hours 

have been needed for the hard slog 

of hand-clearing debris such as 

fallen trees.  

  He says the track will remain more challenging between Daleys Flat Hut and 

Bedford Bridge so it is recommended that trampers prepare themselves for a longer 

day and more arduous conditions on that section. The landslide first occurred on 4 

January 2014 and formed a 3km long lake which appears to be here to stay. Due to 

the nature of the environment, ongoing monitoring of the area will be established to 

ensure the best track alignment options have been selected.  

 

Paparoa Range 

Rees-Dart Track 
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TT2 Trip Reports 
Carolyn Shingleton, Co-ordinator 
19 Jan: Barbara started the year off with a bus ride Trafalgar Square-Aramoho Park, then 

back along the riverbank - nine women and two men, Jim and Ridgway. The weather bomb 

caught them out, with furious winds and heavy rain for a few minutes. They just kept going, 

ending up at Yellow House to dry out before re-emerging as the sun came out.  

 

2 Feb: Cancelled due to wet weather, but four hardy souls turned up and walked up St 

Johns Hill and then on to the Funky Duck Café. 

 

16 Feb: 22 plus Monty the dog met at Leonie Symes’ property in Tayforth Road. We 

walked down Seaview Road and over farmlands to Vonnie Cave’s garden for morning tea, 

then on to Evan and JJ Rayner’s to see their champion racehorse Start Wondering,  

currently NZ’s most successful sprinter-miler. Nine km covered this morning. 

 

2 Mar: Earle led this trip to Westmere Walkway. 

 

16 Mar: 15 people at Kowhai Park for a walk up Durie Hill via Webb Road, followed by 

 a ‘round-the-bridges’. 

 

30 Mar: Earle led the group from Kowhai Park to Aramoho Rail Bridge and back via No. 

 3 Line and Wakefield Street. 
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Armchair Tramper 

Climbing high with intrepid Simon 
            BY BOOKWORM 

 

   Simon Bell set out on a solo climb of Mt Earnslaw on 15 January 2015 and did not 

return. He was only 33 but Simon had had an adventurous life, particularly in the 

five years from 2009 to 2015. His parents have compiled a vivid record of those 

years in a new book in our club library titled Simon's Trips: Peak Bagging and 

Mountain Adventures 2009-2015. 

  Simon was on a quest to climb all of New Zealand's most notable peaks -- the 100 

Great Peaks Challenge -- and he completed 67 peaks. The book features 23 trips 

ranging from gentle tramps to challenging alpine rock or ice climbs. Simon's own 

trip accounts or presentation notes form the basis of 18 chapters and he took many 

of the accompanying photos. 
   Bookworm's verdict: This is a thoroughly readable tribute to a fine young man whose death 

deprived the climbing community of a talented climber. 
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W.T.C. Trip Reports 
Waipakihi Valley 
Wed 18 Jan 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Only three of the 16 on the trip to the Waipakihi Valley in Kaimanawa Forest Park 

had ever visited this particular area accessed off Waipakihi Rd, halfway along the 

Desert Rd from Waiouru. We scored a beautiful day for the leisurely walk beside the 

river and had no problems with several crossings. Half a dozen trampers could not 

resist a beckoning swimming hole on the return leg, completed in five hours. 

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Juliet Kojis, Andra and Andy Beck, Bruce Thomas, David 

Beech, Dick Mitchell, George Neil, Heather and Michelle McKenzie, Helen 

Atkinson, Jacky Evans, Jeanette Prier, Laurel Stowell, Margret McKinnon, Rozy 

Rawlinson. 

 

Basil Hooper's Waitotara Farm 
Thurs 26 Jan 2017 

Scribe: Sharron Prouse 

   Twenty seven departed on a sunny day with a cool wind for Basil's farm, with 

Earle and Jacky driving. We met Basil - and Storm the dog who was most excited to 

be going on a tramp with us. We set off along the road, walking quietly past some 

young skittery cows and down a farm track. Morning tea was part way down the 

track, before continuing down through swamp, across a stream and into a bush area 

for lunch. We carried on through the bush and began to follow a stream, crossing 

backwards and forwards, climbing up and down steep banks. Three people slipped 

or tripped over but thank goodness were not injured. We reached the lovely 

waterfall, cascading into a pool. Photographs - then a climb up the bank towards the 

top of a ridge and on to Basil's house.  A bit of excitement as we crossed a paddock, 

with a rather large bull and some cows standing in front of the gate watching us. 

Basil instructed us to climb over the fence which everyone gladly did. We finished 

with a BBQ of sausages on bread, very nice!   

   Thanks to Earle for organising the BBQ, Ray for cooking the sausages, and Basil 

for the use of his BBQ and deck, and hospitality.  A lovely day enjoyed by all. 

 

River Road / BOMBS 
Mon 30 & Tues 31 Jan 2017 

Scribe: Victoria Kay  

  Mike Cole kindly helped us load the bikes on the trailer for this inaugural overnight 

trip. Our trusty driver and photographer, Earle, drove us to Raetihi where after a 

coffee stop we rode our first 27km to Pipiriki. The weather was calm, warm and 

overcast which was a great relief after all the recent wind.  An overturned trailer 

from one of the numerous logging trucks made us aware of the dangers of back 

country travel. We had lunch at the picnic area at Pipiriki and after watching the 

canoeists' activity at The Landing we set off for Jerusalem, a further 12 km away 
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over a quite steep hilly road. Earle later drove us a further 10 km on to Ranana 

where most enjoyed a swim in the school pool which had been prearranged by 

Dorothy. We were most impressed by Earle's Arnold Schwarzenegger 

impersonation in the pool.  

  The night was spent in the Convent at Jerusalem where Barbara prepared a 

delicious meal. The peace and tranquillity of this setting appealed to us all. The 

weather was still and clear with stars being highly visible and providing a spectacular 

sight. The next day dawned with similar weather to the first and bikers keen for 

action got pedalling early at 8.30am. The calm waters of the Whanganui River made 

a spectacular accompaniment as we rode the 45km of undulating road to Gentle 

Annie. The steepness of the gradient was too much for some but there were six very 

determined individuals who managed to ride to the summit while some of the others 

were more interested in fraternising with the road workers. Road works meant we 

had to transport the bikes for the rest of the journey back to Wanganui. 

  Pedallers: Barbara (leader) and Jim, Carolyn, Dorothy, Kate, Julie, Trevor, 

Margaret C, Ken, John K, Victoria. 

 

Tama Lakes 
Sun 5 Feb 2017 

Scribe:  Dorothy Symes 

  This trip started with a call from Peter Panton of Taumarunui TC inviting us to 

join them. We were 18, he had 8, and of course we were delighted. We left the 

clubrooms at 7am and the plan was to meet at Whakapapa at 9am. The forecast was 

for a good summer day and it was certainly that.  

  What we expected to be a simple tramping day out turned out to be rather 

complex, with numerous aspects requiring on-the-spot planning. Firstly half way up 

the Parapara: ‘Where was Earle?’ With only one club vehicle available, he was 

driving his own van. Bruce our driver responded with ‘We’ll take it easy for a while 

and let him catch up’ He didn’t!!  So about-turn, back we went and on the way we 

met part of our crew walking on to Raetihi. We had been anxiously wondering what 

might have happened and were very relieved to know all were safe and sound. Not 

so Earle’s van suspension, which he patched up and returned to town with two who 

collected their own vehicles. We eventually got to our destination at 11 am. And no 

cell phone coverage - just have to get on with arrangements the best way possible. 

Peter and his crew did just that and headed off, half an hour later for them.  

  We finally met with Taumarunui at the lower lake. We had lunch there before 

forming two groups - one to cross the ridge above the lakes and the other returning 

to continue on the lower track and meeting at the base of the ridge. 

  Eventually all 26 made their way back via Taranaki falls after a very long and hot 

day. We were out all day in extreme heat, exposed with little bush canopy. Arrived 

Wanganui at 8.30pm - all pretty tired, but agreeing it had been a fantastic day. 

That’s tramping. Despite all good efforts in planning you never know what might 

happen. 
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Taranaki  
Wed 8 Feb 2017  

Scribe: Sandra Rogers 
  First tramp:  Boars Head Mine 

  Boars Head Mine is as close as Taranaki gets to having its own gold mine. For 

more than 100 years hopeful prospectors dug shafts into the Kaitake Ranges, 

dreaming of striking it rich. From the end of Weld Road the track follows marker 

poles across farmland, climbing uphill to the bush line. A well-marked track leads 20 

minutes into the bush where the first mine shaft can be found. This was about 30 

metres long, with glow worms and small wetas. We followed the steep track down 

to the river to view two more shafts. On the way we passed very large rimu and rata 

trees and it was good to be in bush that was not ‘cut over’. We returned the same 

way. 

 

  Second tramp: Te Koru Pa 

  Te Koru Pa is regarded as one of the most important pa in the Taranaki region and 

is believed to date to c.1500 AD.  It is traditionally recognised as being built by Nga 

Mahanga a Tairi hapu who inhabited the coastal lands and valleys of Oakura. Te 

Koru Pa has been actively managed throughout the twentieth century, reflecting an 

awareness of its tremendous cultural, historical, social, technological and traditional 

significance. It was originally managed by WH Skinner and the Taranaki 

Preservation Society, and was gifted to the Crown by Kehu Moepuke and her niece 

Mere Te Waioranga in 1927, being managed thereafter by the Department of Lands 

and Survey. Te Koru Pa became a Scenic Reserve in 1962 and changed to a Historic 

Reserve in 1976. This reserve was expanded the following year when the paddock 

beside the pa was purchased. This is an amazing Pa site, still complete with stone 

terraces. It is an easy walk across farmland, and great for exploring: from the higher 

terraces down to a very pretty stony river. 

  After two tramps of approximately four and a half hours we decided to head home, 

with a stop at McDonalds in Hawera for coffee and ice creams. 

  On the trip were: Sandra Rogers (leader), Andra Beck, Barry Hopper, Dorothy 

Symes, Earle Turner, Esther Williams, George Neil, Ian Kirk, John Smith and Jude 

Harrison. 

 

Bird Grove  
Thurs 9 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Victoria Kay  

  This farm tramp was at Bird Grove Makakowai (Robert Stewart's property), 

Mangatipona Road, Fordell. One of the better days so far this summer with pleasant 

temperatures, sun, high cloud and no wind. We left the vans at the woolshed and 

climbed through paddocks up to a high ridge with fantastic views over surrounding 

farmland.  

  A noticeable feature was the numerous shades of green, from the adjoining pine 

plantations, groups of native and exotic trees, duckweed on the ponds, grasses in the 

paddocks, recently sprouted winter crops, and cultivated greenery around the farm 
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homestead. There were a number of dams on the property, one surrounded by the 

cabs of four old trucks recycled into maimai. One of our group was delighted to 

recognise one cab as similar to the Bedford he obtained his driver’s  licence in - so I 

guess they were classic trucks not vintage.  It was nice to welcome back Helen from 

the UK. The surprise reception from the BOMBS at Wanganui airport as she arrived 

for her present holiday meant she could not stay away from a tramp two days later.  

  Participants were Anne C, Barbara G, Carolyn, David B, Earle, Fred, Helen, John 

M, Kate, Margo, Ray, Suzanne, Tim, Victoria. Thanks to Earle for leading and 

driving, and Tim for driving.    

 

Old Coach Road  
Sun 12 Feb 2017  

Scribe:  Frances Gibbons 

  With Dick Mitchell driving, eight trampers departed Wanganui at 8am and were 

on the track by 9.45. Three of our group – Julie, Chris and Helen B (our 

international visitor) – were first-timers, and it was gratifying for me as leader to see 

their enjoyment of the variety of terrain – bush, viaducts, cobbled sections - coupled 

with the information panels and other enhancements which provide the historic 

context to the route.  

  We had heard two trains passing by on the way in then, at our lunch spot over the 

old Hapuawhenua viaduct, we saw the Northerner slowly traversing the new 
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viaduct.  Sadly, we lacked the Sol3 Mio trio providing the operatic backing, as they 

do for the KiwiRail commercial on TV. 

  Dick walked in and met us from the Ohakune end, and we were back in our van by 

2.30 on a day which, although threatened by rain, actually stayed reasonably fine 

although cloudy. On the trip with me were Andra and Andy B, Chris R, Helen B, 

Julie H-G, Dianne W and Fred V.  Sincere thanks to our driver for his assistance.  

 

Old Ghost Road / Heaphy Track 
Sun-Mon 12-27 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  As there was a lengthy trip report in the last Tramper by Esther on her recent OGR 

trip, mine will be brief. Six of us walked the 85km track in six days with light rain on 

day one only, the gentle climb to Lyell Saddle Hut. We got views when we needed 

them and enjoyed the backwoods feel of the accommodation. Swims were cold and 

brief! Met some interesting people on the journey. 

  After two nights of R and R in Karamea we tackled the 78km Heaphy Track, also 

over six days. This included two nights at Heaphy Hut. Again great weather. 

Graeme drove around to pick us up at the northern end.    

  On trip: Ridgway and Graeme Lythgoe, Val Wackrow, Juliet Kojis, John Fox and 

Dave Scoullar.  

 

Tongariro Crossing – Impressions of a ‘Newbie’ 

 Wed 15 Feb 2017  

Scribe: Sally Gray  

  The 6am start was a bit of a shock to the system but all 12 trampers arrived on 

time.  The Newbie got a text half way there to say she had left her lunch at home – 

great start!  A heartfelt thank you to those of the group who shared some of their 

extra food with me! 

   The number of buses and cars at the Mangatepopo  park was insane!  Thank 

goodness we stopped at Raetihi for the loo as the queues here were VERY long.  

Got started about 8:30am.  Huge numbers of people on the track – this being the 

only fine day for a while – but they didn’t detract at all from the grandeur and 

starkness of the mountains.  

   It was a perfect day for tramping – no sun, no wind and no rain.  Mt Taranaki was 

clearly visible as we walked up the mountain, the view of the three mountains in a 

line (as we walked up the crater rim from the lakes) was stunning and the views over 

to Lake Taupo were amazing.  

  Many thanks to our driver, Ross, who had to negotiate the crowds and tour buses 

at each end and got us home safe and sound. 

   It was a fantastic day – great walk, great company and a lovely stop-off at a pub on 

the way home.  Thanks Esther (leader) for organising the day.  For me, this will be 

the first of many trips with the club. 
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Red Rock/Mangaturuturu 
Sat-Sun 18-19 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Philip Kirkwood 

  With heavy rain and thunder storms forecast, our trip leader shifted to plan B, 1pm 

departure. So, on Saturday afternoon four happy trampers headed off to Ruapehu.   

Plan B was to tramp in heavy rain, dry off, enjoy the evening, and hopefully awake 

to a better day.      

  Well so much for plan B. When we arrived, the mountain conditions were perfect.   

Now another plan was needed. We decided to park the van at the top of the 

mountain road (1620m) and head to Tom’s Garden. This is a stunning place where 

water squirts out between the rocks. We think this creates a unique climate, as the 

garden was the only place on the mountain with flowering buttercup.  From the 

garden, we enjoyed the various waterfalls and streams, as we made our way to 

Mangaturuturu Hut (1250m).  

  We woke on Sunday with the mountain in full view and were off to Red Rock at 

8.30am. Our route up the mountain followed the middle stream towards the foot of 

the Mangaturuturu Glacier. At about 1700m cloud reduced visibility to about 20m. 

Luckily we were beside the Mangaturuturu River and the sound of the waterfall 

helped with navigation. It wasn’t long before the cloud cleared and we made our 

way to a rock cairn that marks the route down to the Mangaturuturu River. Leaving 

our packs at the cairn, we descended the steep cliff to the river and saw the first piece 

of ZK-AGK Kaka, the Lockheed Electra which crashed in 1948. I found myself 

thinking about the people who lost their lives and also the rescuers who carried their 

bodies down to Horopito.  

  We followed the river and the pieces of aeroplane up to Red Rock (1870m). Upon 

arrival we had a debate about the colour and the makeup of the rock. It was 

suggested the rock was orange and not red and that it wasn’t rock but iron oxide ? 

Anyway we had arrived. 

  From Red Rock, it was down the river and then back up the cliff to our packs and 

lunch. After lunch we descended to about 1600m and traversed around the 

mountain to the van.  

Four happy trampers left the mountain at 3pm and enjoyed a pleasant trip home via 

Ohakune for coffee.  

Red Rockers were: Brian Sixtus (leader), Basil Hooper, Mark Sutherland, Philip 

Kirkwood. 

 

Rangipo Hut 
Sat 24 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Andra Beck 

  Andy Beck's first tramp as leader to the Rangipo Hut was on a gorgeous warm 

summer day with a little cloud cover after lunch. On the way we saw 1,000 

mountain bikers racing over the army land close to the Tukino ski field by the Desert 

Road. The moonscape scenery was decorated with lovely multicoloured grasses and 
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mountain crocuses. It was not appropriate weather for nude running, however Andy 

and Helen being at the head of the party were treated to such.  

  We all survived crossing the lahar zone over the Whangaehu River by the swing 

bridge. Lunch at Rangipo Hut gave us beautiful views of the countryside. On the 

return, misfortune set upon us with Brenda falling and injuring her wrist. Luckily we 

had a supportive splint from my own previously injured wrist.  

  Enjoying the day were Andy and Andra Beck, Brenda Martin, Dorothy Symes, 

Heather McKenzie, Helen Atkinson, Jacky Evans, Margee Campbell, Sue Hadon 

and Ann Condon. 

          

Kime Hut 
Sat-Sun  25-26 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Bruce Thomas 

  Arriving at Otaki Forks mid-morning on Saturday I was amazed by all the cars and 

people, then realised I had never been there on a weekend before. It was one of the 

rare Tararua fine days which made it hot going up the long zigzag section at the start 

of the track but once into the bush it was quite pleasant. On reaching Field hut for a 

welcome rest, even though we had already had lunch, a family with three young 

kids had set up for the night but the kids still had excess energy so Mum and Dad 

had to take them for a further walk to fill in the afternoon. 

  On leaving Field hut the cloud came over which made for easier going above the 

bush line. We arrived at Kime hut at the end of the day to find an almost full hut – 

full of NZrs! The new hut is a real beauty. 

  Next morning after breakfast we went up to a high point for the view across to Mt 

Hector but alas the mist came in. We should have done it earlier. However it was 

fine and clear all the way down with perfect views. We had a lunch stop at Field hut 

and were back at the car park about 4pm. A real grunt up there but well worth it. 

The team were:  Bruce Thomas, Brian Sixtus, Esther Williams, Mike Cole 

 

Bush Track Station Farm 
Thurs 26 Feb 2017 

Scribe: Iain Casely 

  A group of 21 ventured out to Danny McGee’s Bush Track Station Farm on 

Okahutiria Rd, inland from Waverley. For most of the morning we followed a 

metalled track along a ridge out to the woolshed.  Initially we had good views of 

Egmont but on a clear winter’s day they would be amazing. 

  From the woolshed we went down to bottom of gully and had lunch beside a large 

dam, then up and then down into another big gully. From there we followed the 

track up to the ridge on bushline. This took us back to the metal track and back to 

the van. 

  All enjoyed a nice summer’s day with a stop at Waverley Four Square for ice 

cream to cap it off. 
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Pine-clearing 
Sat-Sun 4-5 March 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  We combined with Hutt Valley Tramping Club, 7 of us and 11 of them, plus DOC 

supervisors Dan and Matthew, to make up a team of 20 to tackle pinus contorta on 

Ruapehu's slopes. Saturday was in scrub and we got 450 trees, some quite large. 

Sunday was up higher, out in the open. Only 42 trees on this day. The weather was 

sunny but windy and the company was good. 

  After discussion with DOC we have decided to do only one pine-clearing weekend 

each summer from now on. We will combine with HVTC for the next outing on the 

first weekend in March 2018. 

  On trip: Val Wackrow, Margret McKinnon, Dave and Guy Scoullar, Diane 

Weeks, Esther Williams and Elvie Chandezon (French woofer). 

 

Pot Luck Dinner 
Sat 18 Mar 2017 

  Diane Harries and Royce Johnson, Mount View Road, Bastia Hill 

  A beautiful calm, mild night and plenty of space on the deck for people to sit and 

chat; a tasty spread of superb food from all 25 attending; tours of the garden, 

Royce’s woodwork and Diane’s artwork. Brilliant night. 

  
Waiinu Beach Tramp 
Sun 19 Mar 2017 

Scribe: Di Harries 

  Starting from the carpark before 9 am in a light breeze, they soon reached a great 

photo opportunity at the limestone shell-rock formations, with arches to walk 

through, as it was low tide. A chat with a fisherman revealed the good snapper 

fishing at his favourite spot. Reaching the mouth of the Waitotara River, the group 

turned upstream and continued to some mud flats with tree stumps. Andy waded 

out till the mud was above his knees to take photos. 

  Cutting across the sandhills back to the beach turned out to be an unpleasant 

exercise with spikes and burs in the long grass. The day was warming up by the time 

they returned to the van along the beach and the ice cream at Waitotara was a 

welcome finish to a great tramp. Well worth doing, and trainers would have been 

quite suitable footwear.  

Royce Johnson leading group of six, Gillian and Barry Pickett, Kate Jones, Andra 

and Andy Beck. Di couldn’t go because of her broken toe, but is the reporter. 

 

Harawera Trig 
Wed 22 Mar 2017 

Scribe: Cherry Channon 

  A wet, miserable start to the day as 16 keen trampers travelled half  way up the 

Parapara to Raupiu Road then on to the road end and Sunny Hill Farm. 

  George our number one navigator led us along Te Komai Road (a paper road) and 
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we steadily climbed farm tracks to the hilltops. The weather cleared in perfect time 

for morning tea and we enjoyed the expansive views. The derelict house, of  interest 

to many, has deteriorated considerably since last visited by some of  our group.  The 

roof  had blown off  in a long forgotten storm, the veranda had disappeared as had 

the windows leaving only gaping, sightless eyes. The rain returned to reclaim the 

dismal scene and we headed for the shelter of  nearby trees for lunch. 

  Intermittent rain stayed with us as we continued along the tops of  the hills, passing 

a large grove of  native trees.  We saw numerous beehives on our way to the highest 

point, Harawera Trig.  After a brief  detour to the hilltop airfield we began our 

descent back to Sunny Hill Farm.    

  The farm tracks were hard to discern and in some cases petered out altogether but 

George kept us heading in the right direction until we eventually came to the pine 

forest behind Sunny Hill farmhouse. The non-existent track through the forest had 

us scrambling over wind-fallen trees and around thick undergrowth until we finally 

reached the Raupiu River.   Sharp-eyed Laurel found an excellent crossing spot and 

we didn't even get our feet wet! 

  Up the paddock to Raupiu Road we went and after a few hundred metres we were 

back at the vans.   A great adventure! 

 

Diary of a Gisborne Trip 
22-29 March 2017 

Scribe: Katy Gordon 

  Wed 22nd:   An early departure from Jacky’s, along with Kate Jan Pam Sandra June 

Helen and Katy.  A stop at Norsewood for morning tea and by the Mohaka river for 

lunch, arriving at the Top 10 at Waikanae Beach by 2.30pm.  A beautiful day so 

swim in the sea for some and a short walk for others. Another walk before tea along 

the bay with a loop back to the camp. 

  Thu 23rd:   An early start for a drive up the coast to Dive Tatapouri to feed the 

stingrays. Donning waders we shuffled out into the water and with the aid of  big 

sticks formed a human barrier into which stingrays were guided for us to feed, along 

with large kingfish which we had to take care would not bite our fingers off.  

Interesting experience. 

  Onward towards Tolaga Bay and a climb over the hill to Cooks Cove - 229 steps 

down and up. This was followed by a walk along the 600m Tolaga Bay Wharf 

  Fri 24th:  Drove to Te Kuri farm walkway, about 10 minutes from town. This is a 

public farm walkway over land originally owned by Murray Ball. Great views over 

the city and bay. Cruise ship anchored off. Back to the camp after lunch. More 

swimming - others walked to town. 

  Sat 25th: Walked into town for the Farmers Market then back near the camp to Kaiti 

Hill. Great views over the port – loading logs (four hours of  walking).  After lunch 

two short walks on the outskirts of  Gisborne: Waihere Domain through bush to a 

small waterfall and Gray’s Bush with some lovely trees and birdsong. 

  Sun 26th:  A 70km drive up highway 2 towards Opotiki to Whinray Reserve. Lovely 

walk  through bush ending at Motu Falls 6km downish.  Jan and Pam positioned 
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van so we could walk one way.  After lunch another 5km on Otoku Walkway, a 

railway line until 1959. Track was not well maintained – probably gets little use. 

  Mon 27th: Wet when we woke so a change of  plans for the day. Decided to travel 

back down SH2 and soak our bodies at Morere Springs – very relaxing. A nice lunch 

at the cafe across the road. Back to camp and a walk around town guided by Jan, 

who grew up in Gisborne. 

  Tue 28th: To Eastwoodhill Arboretum – fine day. Three started out on the round-the-

boundary walk and the remaining five climbed the hill to the lookout and back down 

a shorter track. Great place to view plenty of  trees - some just starting to turn for the 

autumn. A drive further up the road to the pretty Rere falls. Home for some more 

swimming and a start on packing up. 

  Wed 29th:  Up early for an 8am departure – raining. Stopped at nice cafe at 

Maraekakaho for lunch and then straight on to Wanganui. 

  A great week, with many thanks to Jacky organiser/driver and co-driver Jan who 

guided us over 1300km. The Waikanae Beach camp was excellent and to be 

recommended. 

 

Burrells Road, Parapara 
Thurs 23 Mar 2017 

Scribe: Sandra Van Der Lubbe 

    Hi, I’m Sandra, a relatively new member to the Tramping Club and this was my 

fifth trip with ‘Earle’s Adventure Tours’.  It was drizzling as we headed up the 

Parapara to Bevan and Mary Proffit’s property on Burrells road but cleared as we 

travelled north. It remained cloudy for most of  the day which was fortunate as it was 

quite humid. 

    At the start we were greeted by three fine looking horses. After being patted they 

let us pass and we climbed steadily uphill, through a pine forest, and then out into 

the open. We stopped for lunch with a distant view back towards the Parapara Road. 

Easy downhill from there, then as the track levelled near the bottom we had glimpses 

of  the attractive Mangawhero River, looking rather inviting on this hot day but 

accessed only by a step gorge.  

  As always, the pace picked up as we rounded a bend and the end was in 

sight.  Comfy shoes soon replaced boots, a snack restored lost energy and we all 

piled into the van for the trip home. I did notice we travelled quicker on the way 

back and realised why when we pulled up at the Upokongaro Café and fellow 

trampers headed in for the customary ice cream before closing time. 

  Another enjoyable tramp ticked off  and also a place of  special interest to me: as a 

young girl I remember visiting this valley where my dad and his mate cut scrub 

many years ago. Mum took us kids up for the day and I can still plainly recall the 

woodsmoke smell of  the old whare, collecting water from the creek for billy tea, and 

the handsome black wild stallion that lived up there in my imagination but alas not 

seen today; maybe I didn’t look hard enough. 

  Those who also enjoyed the day were Earle, Barbara, David, Don, Jim, Margo, 

Ray, Sally B, Shane, Val, Sally G, and Tim. 
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Rangi Hut 
Wed 29 Mar 2017 

Scribe: Graham Ellett 

  Having not been out tramping for a while, a 'moderate to fit' walk up to Rangi 

Hut was chosen. Fourteen trampers left Whanganui at 7am in dull weather 

conditions. More misty cloud greeted us at the Tararuas and the cool climb to the 

hut went well in a quick two hours. 

  After an early lunch most wanted more for their money so another hour was 

spent walking further east along the tussock ridge towards Triangle Hut. Two of 

the numerous stoat cages along the way had accomplished their purpose. 

  As we descended the track with the sound of frightened birds and the noise of 

the approaching thunderstorm, we realised we had seen the best part of the day. 

With more heavy rain wetting the road, Bruce was able to show his driving skills, 

manoeuvring through the cones on the Ohingaiti roadworks like a vintage car 

rally driver. 

  On the trip were Bruce T, Graham E, Margaret, Shane W, Esther, Cherry, Sue 

H, George, Dorothy, John S, Barry H, Dave S and Juliet. 
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Wilkies Pools and Kapuni Loop Tracks 
Sat 1 Apr 2017  

Scribe: Sandra Rogers   

     April Fool’s Day saw six heading up to Mt Taranaki to tramp the Wilkies Pools 

Loop and Kapuni Loop tracks. Lovely clear views of a starkly beautiful mountain 

with no snow and enchanted forests with lichen dripping off the trees. Then off to 

the Mountain House Café: very good coffee and food.  

   A nice walk along the Patea River walkway on the way home, with Andra being 

the only one brave enough to have a swim. 

  On the trip were Sandra Rogers (leader), Diane Weeks, Susan Marr, Margaret 

Lankow, Julie Kearse and Andra Beck. 

 

Crater Lake Mt Ruapehu 
Sat-Sun 1-2 Apr 2017 

Scribe:  Cherry Channon 

   April Fool's day greeted us with heavy fog as we left the club rooms and detoured 

via Wanganui East to pick up our fifth intrepid party member – Doris Hamling.  Fog 

was our constant companion so at National Park Doris decided to spend the day at 

Possum Lodge rather than at the top of  the Bruce Road.    

   After detouring to Possum Lodge we headed to Mt Ruapehu and just before the 

Chateau turnoff  we left the fog behind us, the mountain was crystal clear and 

remained so for the rest of  the day.  We duly purchased lift tickets (free for the 70 

year olds!) and off  we went. 

   It was a fabulous day with superb views in every direction.  We reached the Dome 

Shelter and enjoyed the uniqueness of  the Crater Lake.  The downhill trip was fairly 

quick and we made it to the lift with three minutes to spare. 

   Doris had been busy at Possum Lodge weeding the garden and keeping the fire 

going to ensure plenty of  hot water for very welcome showers on our return. 

  National Park township was abuzz with crowds of  people and finding somewhere 

to have an evening meal was rather tricky but eventually after an hour and a half  

wait we finally had an excellent meal at Schnapps Restaurant. 

  Brian cooked a hearty breakfast on Sunday morning and we walked the loop track 

through classic New Zealand forest at Ohinetonga Reserve, Owhango. We were 

lucky to see whio (adults and ducklings) on the Whakapapa River. 

  Thank you Brian Sixtus for an awesome weekend.  With Brian on trip:  Cherry and 

Johnny, Esther and Doris. 

 

Roaring Stag Lodge 
Sun-Mon 2-3 April 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  The Wednesday group's overnighter to Roaring Stag Hut in the eastern Tararua 

was moved forward a day because bad weather was forecast to be on its way. This 

turned out to be the right move and the group of five got away with little more than 

low cloud and drizzle for the two days of wandering. 
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  We diverted to visit Herepai Hut before moving on to Roaring Stag, meeting a 

number of weekenders on their way out of the hills. So, as was hoped, we had the 

hut to ourselves. While it rained in the night, turning the Ruamahunga River into a 

torrent, day two was an uneventful walk back to the van on a now soggy track.    

  On trip: Margret McKinnon, Shane Wilson, Dorothy Symes, Tracey Hooper and 

Dave Scoullar. 

  
Carrington Walkway 

Wed 12 Apr 2017 

Scribe: Sandra Rogers 

  Third time lucky. My original plans were to tramp the Davis Track near New 

Plymouth. However with a really bad weather forecast I didn’t see the sense in doing 

so if we couldn’t get the wonderful views promised. 

  Plan B: Manawatu Gorge, always a favourite in bad weather. The website said the 

track was open. However a phone call later – and the Gorge was closed due to 

windfalls. I do wish DOC would update their websites. 

  Plan C: Carrington Walkway at Stratford. A favourite four-hour easy walk with 

shelter most of the way. Yes we did wear our raincoats, but still had an enjoyable 

time walking along the Patea River with bush on both sides. Well worth doing. 

  Twelve on the trip:  Sandra Rogers, Barry Hopper, Brian Sixtus, Bruce Thomas, 

Esther Williams, Jacky Evans, Jeanette Prier, John Smith, Kevin Ross, Shane 

Wilson, Sue Haden and Susan Marr. 
 

Harris Farm, Mangamahu 

Wed 19 Apr 2017 

Scribe: John Newton 

  A full vanload of trampers set out for the Harris farm at Mangamahu in glorious 

autumn weather. On the way out the sun lit up the valleys, still engulfed in early 

morning mist. The tramp covered a 16km route around the high country property. 

  Mrs Harris had once again kindly attached a couple of pointers at crucial turns on 

the track so we easily found the correct path and headed straight up. After three 

hours we arrived at the farm's skyline bach nestled into the hills with views 

stretching to the far eastern horizon. 

  After lunch we completed the loop, crossing slips caused by the recent heavy rains, 

and headed home via the Fordell ice cream stop. 
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From The Road to Little Dribbling – Bill Bryson 
An account of the origin of public walkways in England. 
 

A few miles west of the Derwent Valley is Kinder Scout, highest point in the Peak 

District at a little under 2,100 feet. Kinder Scout was the site of a celebrated act of 

civil disobedience in 1932 when workers from nearby factory towns defiantly walked 

across the Duke of Devonshire’s grouse moors.  Their actions that day had much to 

do with the opening of the countryside to walkers so I thought I would pay my 

respects as I was in the neighbourhood. I parked in the pretty village of Hayfield and 

walked the mile or so to the trespass site at Bowden Bridge and was glad I had. 

Along the way I passed a terraced cottage 

with a blue plaque on it noting that this was 

the birthplace of the great character actor 

Arthur Lowe – Captain Mainwaring in Dad’s 

Army.  And there you have a perfect 

demonstration of the merits of foot travel 

over motorised travel, for if I had driven I 

would never have noticed the plaque, thus 

proving that a walker’s life is not only 

healthier but richer. 

 

Kinder Scout isn’t a peak but a grassy 

plateau, frequently visible from Manchester 

and Sheffield. That was the root of the 

problem, it seems.  Workers in Manchester 

and Sheffield gazed dreamily upon it from 

their gritty neighbourhoods and thought of it 

as their hill, the place where they could go for 

fresh air and spiritual refreshment at 

weekends, and for years they did.  But in the 

1920s the Duke of Devonshire closed Kinder 

Scout to the public for the sake of his grouse shooting.  This naturally bred 

resentment, and in April 1932 five hundred people, mostly factory workers, gathered 

at Bowden Bridge to undertake a protest walk across the duke’s land. 

 

Tipped off about the hike, the duke’s gamekeepers were waiting and ordered the 

hikers to turn back. The result was a brief and rather endearingly ineffectual scuffle.  

One gamekeeper was knocked unconscious, probably accidentally, but there were no 

other injuries and the walkers completed their march to the summit.  The 

authorities, overreacting, arrested the group’s leaders and charged them with 

criminal trespass.  Five men were sent to prison for up to five months – an 

outrageously disproportionate punishment.  The result was a wave of anger and 

resentment that went well beyond Derbyshire.  The Mass Trespass (as it is now 
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invariably written) became an iconic moment in the history of both class struggle 

and the British countryside. In other countries they fight over politics and religion.  

In Britain it is over who gets to walk on a windswept moor.  I think that’s rather 

splendid. 

 

The trespassers’ efforts were not in vain.  Four years later Parliament set up a 

committee to consider creating national parks across England. The Second World 

War intervened, but in 1951 the Peak District became England’s first national park.  

Considering the symbolic importance of the Mass Trespass, the memorial is modest 

nearly to the point of invisibility.  It’s just a small plaque at the back of a car park, 

hanging about a dozen feet up a quarry wall and half obscured by vegetation.  If I 

hadn’t known to look for the plaque, I never would have noticed it.  The words on it 

say simply:  “The mass trespass onto Kinder Scout started from this quarry, 24th 

April 1932.”  Across the road, a narrow lane beside a stream led up to the start of the 

footpath to Kinder Scout.  It was a lovely day and wonderful countryside, but 

Kinder Scout, according to what I’d read, was a six-hour round trip on foot from 

here.  I still had to get to Buxton, at the other end of the Peak District, where I had a 

room booked, so I walked for only a mile or so towards Kinder Scout, just enough 

to get something of a view, then turned and walked back to the car.  Once again, I 

didn’t see a soul.  

 

 

 

 

 

What next?    
by  Glenys Ellett 

  After weeks of training for and experiencing Outward Bound, the next challenge 

was the ascent of Mt Taranaki, Stratford side. We climbed up, down the chimney 

and up to the summit with Owen and Marian Cox, Esther, George, Graham Ellett 

and the others, all encouraging everyone on.  

  At 50, Graham and I enjoyed a hot air balloon ride for a birthday and wedding 

treat. We flew silent as a bird, clipping the tree tops, soaring high and then landing 

in a grass paddock. What a buzz. 

  At 60? Mt Taranaki at 8260 ft high, feet still on the ground, wasn't high enough 

apparently.Graham bought me a voucher for a Taupo Skydive at 1200 feet!  Forty 

seconds of freefall and an incredible experience. The moment terrifying, then 

exhilarating. With the chute open we had time for a panoramic view of Lake Taupo 

and surrounding hills and forest. My trust was with the man above me, but I was 

still able to take control of the steering for a while. Then the descent and “feet up” 

for the landing. What a ride, over all too soon. 

  So what next? Time will let me know! 
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ALLEY WHARE IMPORTANT HISTORIC RELIC 
  Dorothy Symes led a day trip into Rewi Alley's cottage on the weekend of 14-15 January. 

Here is a background article on the historic building where Rewi lived for six years in the early 

1920s. 

   When Rewi Alley returned to New Zealand after suffering serious wounds in 

World War I, he met his old high-school friend, Jack Stevens, who was planning to 

take up land in Taranaki under the Returned Soldiers Rehabilitation Scheme. They 

pooled their war gratuities and that of Rewi’s elder brother Eric (who had been 

killed in France) to apply for a government loan to buy a farm in the Moeawatea 

Valley.   

  This valley is about 40km inland from Waverley over difficult roads that Rewi and 

Jack subsequently spent much time maintaining. The round trip to Waverley to 

collect supplies took Rewi two days by horseback. Although much of the road is 

now sealed, the trip from 

Waverley still takes an hour by 

car. 

  The Alley and Stevens whare 

was originally a four-room 

cottage, built from locally-

milled materials by 

Government builders, 

purchased by Rewi and Jack in 

1921 along with 800 acres of 

land extending south to the 

Ngarahu Road and Tarawhiti 

bridge. They added a kitchen 

and bathroom extension to the 

back of the whare and a  

woolshed was constructed in the paddock opposite, in which they were able to shear 

100 sheep a day.  

  By working often up to 16 hours a day, clearing bush, sowing grass and fencing, 

they were able to increase stock numbers up to 1000 sheep and 100 cattle. Despite 

their hard work, the Lands Department took most of the wool cheque and the only 

way they could survive was by working on the roads, making butter and shooting 

pigs.   

  In 1926, the wool price slumped from 29 to 2 pence per pound, and it became clear 

the farm could not support two people. So in 1927, Rewi rode off the farm taking 

only a backpack and leaving the land and buildings to Jack. He hung on there for a 

few years and eventually moved to the South Island, leaving the farm to return to 

Government hands in 1930. 

  Although Rewi Alley felt he had failed, there is no doubt these were highly 

formative years and he later said, “It brought me down to earth and taught me 

much. It taught me the value of simplicity and a host of other things. I learned a lot 

there of struggle and the basic things that have kept me in good stead. Life at 

Rewi Alley Cottage 
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Moeawatea gave me an ability to face up to the cold winds for days and smile. It 

cleared away a lot of war dreams” (from Rewi Alley, An Autobiography, 1986). 

  After the farm returned to the Government, it passed through a number of hands. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, the whare was used mainly by possum and pig hunters 

and fell into disrepair. Some of the timber cladding was lost and replaced by 

corrugated iron but the essential structure remained intact. Renewed interest in Rewi 

Alley’s history and the publication of Geoff Chapple’s book [Rewi Alley of China] in 

1980 led to the formation of a group of people dedicated to restoring and preserving 

the whare. 

  In 1988, David Harre and Tom Newnham from Auckand re-roofed the house with 

money donated by the Auckland branch of the NZ China Friendship Society and 

also the Whanganui branch of the Historic Places Trust. David later initiated a full 

restoration project with the Conservation Corps under a government employment 

scheme. Over a six-month period the whare was taken back to its original 

dimensions and a new outbuilding was erected, in the same style and materials, 

immediately behind it to provide a separate kitchen and sleeping accommodation. 

At an official ceremony in 1989 Minister of the Environment, Phil Goff, re-opened 

the house. 

  After restoration it was planned to have maintenance of the building administered 

by the Whanganui Regional Community College but this failed to eventuate and in 

1991 a committee of local people was set up by Rewi’s cousin, “Digger” Alley of 

New Plymouth, to keep an eye on the place. During the 1990s tenants were living in 

the buildings and they maintained the house and gardens to a variable standard. But 

in 2001 it became clear that major maintenance was required. The cladding was 

temporarily repaired and the whare was repainted in 2002. 

  In 2004 Ernie Matthews, who had continued farming in the valley until well into 

his 70s, agreed to go ahead with the formation of a Rewi Alley Moeawatea Trust 

consisting of himself and two Alley relatives, Dorothy Waymouth and Maurice 

Alley, to administer and maintain the whare. Over the last 10 years the trust has 

upgraded the bedrooms and kitchen in the outbuildings. A new bathroom and toilet 

have been added between the buildings and a septic tank has been installed. 

  The Moeawatea whare is now the only remaining home of Rewi Alley in New 

Zealand. It is also the only one remaining of hundreds built for returned servicemen 

who were sold marginal land in the Whanganui/Taranaki hinterland by the 

government and who, like Rewi and Jack, were later forced to abandon their farms 

when economic conditions worsened. 

  Only two non-residential farmers now farm in the valley, although it was once a 

settlement of a dozen farming families for which the Alley whare was the local Post 

Office Agency. 

  Although there is no electricity, visitors can stay overnight provided they obtain a 

key from the trustees. The trip is best undertaken in a 4WD vehicle and should only 

be attempted in dry weather. The road is closed by the South Taranaki District 

Council during the winter months. Mobile phone coverage in the valley is poor but a 

telephone connection from the whare is usually operating during the summer.  
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Members' Handbook 
A new handbook for all members was launched at the Trip-Leading 

Workshop on 1st May. ‘Trip Leader's Responsibilities’ (pages 60 and 61 

of Tramper #252) will no longer be published in Tramper. The new 

handbook is available on www.wanganuitrampingclub.net and members 

will be informed of updates, as they arise. 
 

The Best Ever Book of  Tramping Jokes 

 

Authored by Mark Geoffrey Young  

 

If you've ever heard a Jewish, Italian, Irish, Libyan, Catholic, Mexican, Polish, 

Norwegian, or an Essex Girl, Newfie, Mother-in-Law, or joke aimed at a minority, 

this book of Tramping jokes is for you.  

 

In this not-so-original book, The Best Ever Book of Tramping Jokes; Lots and Lots 

of Jokes Specially Repurposed for You-Know-Who, Mark Young takes a whole lot 

of tired, worn out jokes and makes them funny again. The Best Ever Book of 

Tramping Jokes is so unoriginal, it's original. And, if you don't burst out laughing 

from at least one Tramping joke in this book, there's something wrong with you. 

 

 

Why do Trampers wear slip-on shoes?  

 

You need an IQ of at least 4 to tie a shoelace. 

 

     *** 

 

An evil genie captured a Tramper and her two friends and banished them to the 

desert for a week. The genie allowed each person to bring one thing. 

 

The first friend brought a canteen so he wouldn't die of thirst. 

 

The second friend brought an umbrella to keep the sun off. 

 

    **** 
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The Tramper brought a car door, because if it got too hot she could just roll down 

the window! 

 

                                                                *** 

 

Did you hear about the Tramper who wore two jackets when he painted the house? 

 

The instructions on the can said: "Put on two coats." 

 

                                                                    *** 

 

Why do Trampers laugh three times when they hear a joke?  

 

Once when it is told, once when it is explained to them, and once when they 

understand it. 

New windows in the porch of Mangaturturu Hut 
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OUT THERE DOING IT! 
 

Boots, Packs, Clothing,  

Sleeping Bags, Dried Food,  
Coleman’s, Camping Accessories. 

 

Seldom beaten on  

Written Quotations 
 

64 Carlton Avenue 

Wanganui 4500 
 

(Cnr Jackson & Alma Roads) 
 

PH: 06 348 0400      FAX: 06 348 0410 
 

EMAIL:  
wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz 

Message to Advertisers 
The Wanganui Tramping Club is very grateful for the continued 
support of our popular club magazine. Our members are urged 

to support you.  

mailto:wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz
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WTC Officers 2016 – 2017  
LIFE MEMBERS: 

Neill Simpson,QSM     Dave Brockway         Iain Elliot Dave   Scoullar 

Doris Hamling    Derick Matthews    Colin Watson 

 

FOUNDING MEMBER               Margaret McGuire 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
PRESIDENT                    Val Wackrow      027 688 8801  

                                                                                                         or 06 212 0910   

VICE  PRESIDENT          Margret McKinnon     344  3899 

IMM. PAST  PRESIDENT         Bruce Thomas              345 6532 

SECRETARY           Frances Gibbons     345 8952 

TREASURER and  

     COMMUNICATIONS        Dorothy Symes      345 7039                 
 

COMMITTEE:       Cherry Channon   Basil Hooper      Barbara Francis                                                

                                   Mark Kennedy     Dick Mitchell     Earle Turner  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   
NEW MEMBERS  Barbara Gordon  348 9149  

TRIP PLANNERS Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

  Brian Sixtus  348 0155 

MAPS  Basil Hooper 346 5597 

EQUIPMENT / GEAR Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FIRST AID Merilea Wainhouse  342 7664 

VEHICLES Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

  Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FMC/LIBRARY/PLBs/ 

LONG TRIPS/VAN USE Val Wackrow  027 688 8801  

                                     or 06 212 0910 

WAITAHINGA TRAILS Basil Hooper 346 5597 

POSSUM LODGE  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

MANGATURUTURU HUT Barry Francis  345 3588 

PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS  

           POST-ACTIVATION  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

 

MAGAZINE EDITOR     Jeanette Prier   345 1651     j.prier@paradise.net.nz 

WEBSITE   Diane Harries  343 2222   d.vanillablue@gmail.com 

FACEBOOK   Heather Mackenzie    347 1250   heather_mackenzie@clear.net.nz 

                                                         or 022  616 5670 

 

WELFARE OF CLUB MEMBERS   

Please contact Sandra Rogers if you hear of illness, hospitalisation, bereavements 

 and the like. Phone 348 7630.  
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Sender: 

Wanganui Tramping Club 

P.O. Box 7234 

WANGANUI 4500 

Basil & Tracey’s Farm 


